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Learners’ Objectives

• To gain an overview of media relations 

basics, an important foundation when 

dealing with controversies or crises.

• To understand how to deal with • To understand how to deal with 

reporters during interviews related to 

food safety incidents and to provide 

training through scenario examples.



Topics

• Media basics

• Real world media coverage examples 

from agent and grower perspectives

• Early warning systems

• Elements of a crisis communications 

plan

• Message development



Why Work with the Media?

• It’s a good way to get important 

messages out to the public.



What Are Your Concerns in 

Dealing with the News Dealing with the News 

Media?



Media Basics

• Tell the truth. If you don’t know, say so.

• Say it for the record.

• Avoid no comment.

• Know the media’s role.• Know the media’s role.

• Be prepared and respond promptly.

• Identify key points.



More Media Basics

• Respect deadlines.

• Know who is calling.

• Remember:  Short, sweet, stop.

• Dump the jargon.• Dump the jargon.

• Know the potential pitfalls.

• Don’t assume reporter knowledge.



Name Your Crisis



During a Crisis, Media Use 

Experts to . . . 

• Explain the issue.

• Put the issue in context.

• Present opposing views.

• Offer possible solutions.



During Crises, Farmers Should 

Be Seen As . . .

• Credible

• Knowledgeable about GAPs and fresh 

produce safetyproduce safety

• Empathetic and concerned.



Why Are Good Agricultural 

Practices Critical?

• Public safety

• Concerned consumers• Concerned consumers



You Shouldn’t Touch the Topic 

with a 10-foot Pole When . . . 

• Your knowledge of the issue is 

inadequate.

• You lack experience to support your 

views.



When Working with the Media 

on Fresh Produce Issues: 

• Don’t speculate.

• Provide information on measures you • Provide information on measures you 

have in place to minimize food safety 

risks.



Working with the News Media

• Agent perspective

• Grower perspective







When Is It Your Crisis?

• Most crises spring from events, 

controversies.

• Many controversies find their roots in • Many controversies find their roots in 

disputed issues.

• Most issues or crises can be 

anticipated.



Plan for Crisis

• Be “crisis prepared,” not “crisis prone.”

• Plan for the worst, hope for the best.

• Manage response.• Manage response.



Consequences of a Mishandled 

Crisis

• Loss of reputation

• Loss of goodwill

• Economic loss• Economic loss



The Death Strategy

• Deny

• Delay

• Deceive (or Dissemble)• Deceive (or Dissemble)



Effective and Not-so-effective 

Ways to Respond to Media
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Build Your Early Warning 

System

• Environmental scanning

• Networking

• Brainstorming for• Brainstorming for

debacle



Elements of a Crisis 

Communications Plan

• Alert authorities if the crisis is on your 
farm.

• Consult other sources: CES, Farm • Consult other sources: CES, Farm 
Bureau, commodity groups

• Find facts.

• Select spokesperson depending on type 
of crisis.



The Crisis Communications Plan 

Goes into Action

• Designate a spokesperson.

• Determine key messages.

• Respond quickly.



“Always do right.

That will gratify some people 

and astonish the rest.” and astonish the rest.” 

Mark Twain



F2 Principle



F2 =

• Fast

• Facts



Message Development



It’s Your Turn!



In Summary . . . 

• Media can help get research-based 

information out on controversial issues 

and in the event of a crisis. 

• Stick to the facts and be credible.

• Act quickly.

• Incorporate a crisis communications 

plan in your overall food safety plan. 
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